Beaumont Chemical Plant

Energy lives here

**FACILITY:** 58 acres

**WORKFORCE:** about 550 employees

**PRODUCTION:** 5.6 million pounds per day of ethylene capacity, 7 thousand barrels per day of paraxylene capacity, 800 thousand pounds per day of synthetic fluids capacity

**PRODUCTS:** ethylene, propylene, crude butadiene, benzene, paraxylene and high performance base stocks, 25 versions of zeolite catalyst.

In addition, the chemical plant produces the feed stock for the Beaumont Polyethylene Plant and the base stock for Mobil 1, the premier synthetic automotive oil.

**SAFETY AND AWARDS:**

- One of the longest standing Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) STAR worksites in the country, receiving its tenth OSHA STAR in 2017.
- AFPM Award for Safety Achievement – Hours (2016).